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Summary :


To better manage, view, share, and protect image files, combining multiple JPEG images into a PDF is an excellent choice. The PDF format guarantees compatibility, ensuring successful file opening by all recipients. Here lists six options available to choose from for accomplishing this task.







Combine JPEGs Into One PDF
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Sending JPEG images one by one is not user-friendly for both the sender and receiver, as it is troublesome and time-consuming. However, if you merge multiple JPEGs into a single PDF file, it not only makes management and sharing more convenient but also effectively compresses the file size, improving transmission speed.

Fortunately, there are several ways to combine JPEGs into a single PDF file. Here, we have selected six methods for sharing.

Using online tools to combine JPEG files is undoubtedly very convenient, as you only need to visit the website and complete the operation with a few clicks. There is no need to download or install anything.

How to Combine JPEGs Into One PDF Online Free

PDFgear Online JPEG to PDF Converter provides the function of batch uploading JPEGs. After uploading, you can continue to add more images by clicking the “Add Files” button.

You can also adjust the position of the image by dragging it with your mouse. To delete or view an image, simply click on the magnifying glass icon or trash can icon located at the top of the image.

Step 1. Navigate to the JPEG to PDF Tool

Visit the official website of PDFgear by typing pdfgear.com into your browser. Once on the site, navigate to the JPEG to PDF tool using the menu bar above and click to access.
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Step 2. Upload JPEGs to PDFgear

Click Choose files > Select multiple JPEGs from the device > Click Open to batch upload the files.

Alternatively, you can drag and drop images into the box to upload them.
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You can continue uploading JPEGs by clicking on “Add Files”. Additionally, you can drag images using the mouse to change their location and order.
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Step 3. Combine JPEG Files Into One PDF

Now, click the “Convert” button to combine the files, and then tap “Download” to save the combined PDF on your device.
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However, the PDFgear online tools have a 50MB limitation and may not save your progress in case of internet disruptions or device issues. Downloading PDFgear can address these concerns.

Once installed on your Windows, Mac, iPad, or iPhone, PDFgear enables the offline merging of multiple JPEGs into one PDF without size or quantity restrictions. Additionally, it offers customization options for paper size and margins.
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Additionally, it provides more extensive features including scanning, editing, printing, password-protect PDFs, and even chatting with PDFs, offering a better overall experience.

Download PDFgear with just one click below.



PDFgear – Free Combine JPEGs

PDFgear is the premier choice for converting or creating PDFs on Windows, macOS, and iOS. It’s free, secure, full-featured, and user-friendly.



Free Download



How to Combine JPEGs into One PDF with Google Slides

Google Slides is a highly useful tool for creating online PowerPoint presentations. If you use it frequently, you will discover that it can easily combine JPEGs into a PDF without compromising the original image quality.

Step 1. Open Google Slides > Sign in to your Google account > Click on Blank to create a new presentation.
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Step 2. Locate the Insert drop-down menu > Choose Image > Click on Upload from computer. Or you can click on the Insert image on the upper ribbon.
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To add more images, click the “+” button on the upper-left corner to add a new slide first. Then insert the image. Please note that Google Slides doesn’t support adding multiple JPEGs at once.
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Step 3. Click on File > Choose Download > Select PDF Document (.pdf) to combine the images into a PDF.
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Online tools are undoubtedly convenient and do not consume device storage space, but they require a stable network connection. In cases where network access is limited, using desktop software becomes a better choice.

How to Combine JPEGs into One PDF Using Adobe Acrobat Pro

Adobe Acrobat Pro demonstrates exceptional professionalism when it comes to editing PDFs. Similarly, it not only allows you to combine multiple PDF files but also provides an option to merge multiple JPEGs into one PDF.

Step 1. Launch Adobe Acrobat Pro > Go to Tools > Click on the Combine Files button.
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Step 2. Click Add Files and choose images from your folders to import. Alternatively, you can drag and drop JPEGs to the import box.
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There are several options available for you to operate on your imported JPEG files:

1. Rearrange the files by dragging them with your mouse.

2. Customize the file size to make it smaller, or larger, or use the default setting.

3. Delete or remove specific files.

4. Set the display preferences for the images.

5. Preview the imported images.
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Step 3. Click Combine in the upper-right corner > Go to File > Select Save As… > Customize the File Options as needed > Choose a Different Folder > Tap on Save.
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While Adobe Acrobat Pro excels in professionalism, it requires expensive subscription fees. However, there are three free tools listed below that can also quickly combine multiple JPEGs into a single PDF.

How to Combine JPEGs into One PDF Using Microsoft Print to PDF

The built-in tools in Windows can be used to combine JPEGs into a single PDF through the print function. This method does not require any subscription fees.

Step 1. Firstly, you should create a folder to organize all your JPEGs in preparation.
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Step 2. Hold down Ctrl and use the mouse to select JPEG files > Right-click the mouse > Click on Print.
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Step 3. In the print pop-up, select Microsoft Print to PDF > Customize a Paper size (note that the quality is fixed) > Choose a Layout from the right panel > Click Print.
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How to Combine JPEGs into One PDF via PowerPoint

PowerPoint can also allow you to quickly add images and create a PDF file. You only need to follow a few simple steps.

Step 1. Open PowerPoint Software > Click Blank Presentation.
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Step 2. Click on Insert in the toolbar > Choose Photo Album drop-down menu > Select New Photo Album to batch upload the pictures into PowerPoint and put them separately > Click on File/Disk… button to choose photos from your device > Tap on Create.
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Step 3. Navigate to File > Save As > Browse > Choose .pdf as the file type > Click Save.
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If you are a Mac user, then Preview can be your first choice.

How to Combine JPEGs into One PDF via Preview

Preview, as a built-in image processing application on Mac devices, can certainly solve the problem of combining multiple JPEGs quickly.

Step 1. Put all the JPEGs into one folder > Select all of them > Open them with Preview.
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Step 2. Locate File > Select Print > Choose Save as PDF from the drop-down in the pop-up window> Name your file > Click Save.
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FAQs

How Do I Combine JPG Files into One?

Surely. PDFgear can help you. Go to PDFgear online JPEG to PDF converter > Click on Choose files to batch upload your JPEGs > Adjust the order if needed > Click Convert to Combine multiple JPEGs into one PDF > Tap on Download to save the combined PDF file.

How Do I Combine JPEGs into One PDF in Preview?

For Mac users, you can combine JPEGs into one PDF in Preview by following these steps: First, collect all the JPEGs in a folder. Then, select all the files and right-click to open them with Preview. Finally, save the collection as a PDF by using the print function.

Can I Convert Multiple JPGs to a PDF?

Absolutely. If you have over 50 JPEGs to combine, you can download PDFgear Desktop to convert these JPGs into a PDF. With PDFgear Desktop, you won’t be limited by file size or the number of files you can merge.

Conclusion

The six methods mentioned above are all effective in combining multiple JPEGs into one PDF. However, some methods, such as Preview and Microsoft Print to PDF, require a specific system, while Adobe Acrobat Pro requires a costly subscription fee.

In my opinion, PDFgear would be a better choice. You can opt for the online tool or the desktop software based on your network environment. Enjoy a seamless experience without any limitations on file size or quantity, and all this without the need for a subscription fee.
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